This response was prepared by the Country Research Section of the Refugee Review Tribunal (RRT) after researching publicly accessible information currently available to the RRT within time constraints. This response is not, and does not purport to be, conclusive as to the merit of any particular claim to refugee status or asylum.

Questions

1. Please provide information on the organisation known as SDS.
2. Are any Islamist parties or religious extremists opposed to the SDS?
3. Please provide information on the situation for married women in Bangladesh who are victims of domestic violence.
4. Can female victims of domestic violence seek assistance from police?
5. Can female victims of domestic violence seek assistance from any other organisations?

RESPONSE

1. Please provide information on the organisation known as SDS.

No women’s organisation by the name SDS in Bangladesh was found in the sources consulted. It is not one of the major women’s organisations in Bangladesh. There is one high profile women’s organisation with a similar acronym - CDS (Centre for Development Services) - but it is unlikely to be this organisation. (Further information on the CDS can be found at International Development Exchange 2005, ‘Support Women Entrepreneurs in Bangladesh’, 15 June, Globalgiving website


Background information on the Bangladesh women's rights movement, which consists of hundreds of organisations, follows (taken from RRT Research Response BGD30397 of 7 August 2006):

As the country’s largest organisation, the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad states that it:


Another well-known women’s rights group, Naripokkho, describes itself and its activities as follows:

Organisational profile and mission
Naripokkho is a membership-based women’s activist organization founded in 1983, working for the advancement of women’s rights and entitlements and building resistance against violence, discrimination and injustice. Naripokkho’s activities include advocacy campaigns, research, discussions, cultural events, and lobbying on issues of gender justice. Naripokkho’s work can be clustered under the following four themes:

- Violence against women and human rights
- Reproductive rights and women's health
- Gender issues in environment and development
- Representation of women in media and cultural politics.
Background of the issue
Naripokkho’s principal focus has been the assertion of women’s citizenship and their claim to equal rights and equal treatment. In its various campaigns, Naripokkho has kept the agenda of equal rights of women as citizens in the forefront… (‘Bangladesh Projects’ (undated), Royal Tropical Institute website http://www.kit.nl/geg/html/bangladesh__projects_.asp – Accessed 27 July 2006 – Attachment 6).

The organisations that comprise the women’s rights movement in Bangladesh may be divided into various categories. As categorised by Naila Kabeer in an article from 1991, they are represented by the women’s wings of Bangladesh’s main political parties, grass roots and independent organisations, and professional bodies. The concerns of each are distinct and sometimes limited. Writing about the women’s wings of the Awami League and BNP, for instance, Kabeer observes that their demands, in 1991 at least, were practically limited to “putting pressure on the state to reform family and personal-status law” (Kabeer, N. 1991, ‘The Quest for National Identity: Women, Islam and the State in Bangladesh’, Feminist Review, No. 37, Spring, pp. 53-54 – Attachment 7).

Writing about the history of the women’s rights movement in Bangladesh in 1991, Tazeen Murshid comments that the movement “has been weak because it has largely been an urban, middle-class phenomenon”; but “with increasing participation of rural women in the economy…has acquired a wider support base”. Murshid notes, in particular, that the movement “has achieved some success in negotiating policy changes at the state level”; and that between the nineteen fifties and nineties, “women’s concerns…widened from personal laws, to issues of economic empowerment, domestic violence and their public roles”. (Murshid, T. M. (undated), ‘Women, Islam and the State: Subordination and Resistance’, The University of Chicago Library website http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/su/southasia/Tazeen.html – Accessed 2 August 2006 – Attachment 8).

A much more critical assessment is provided by Meghna Guhathakurtam, who notes that the women’s movement in general has taken a myopic “development outlook on the women’s issues”. She writes that this outlook has “avoided resistance on gender specific issues” and “failed to take into account the various resistance movements at the national level” (Guhathakurta, M. 2003, ‘Religion, Politics and Women: The Bangladesh Scenario’, Women Living Under Muslim Laws website http://www.wluml.org/english/pubs/rtf/dossiers/dossier25/D25-06-reg-pol-women.rtf – Accessed 2 August 2006 – Attachment 9).

Other reports note the importance and limitations of law “in the history and politics of the women’s rights movement”. As noted by M Rahman, for instance:

   Many campaigns have been fought and won to secure legal rights for women. While these strategies have served to improve women's position, they have not fundamentally transformed the reality of women oppression. Efforts at law reform have been translated into measures that have only marginally improved the day-to-day reality of women's lives (Rahman, M. 1998, ‘Our women and children are victims of social apathy and neglect’, The Independent, 17 November – Attachment 10).

A report on the Banglapedia website provides background information on the history of the women’s rights movement in Bangladesh. In brief, the report indicates that the movement
was initially centred on “welfare activities” and that its early development was “stunted” by the “deterioration” of democracy in the country. The report follows in detail:

In 1980s there emerged women’s movement in Bangladesh, which many apprehended would be a replica of the West, but the movement soon was founded on indigenous feminists issues, roots, new leadership, new organisations and new modes of organisational behaviour. As the decade of 1980s rolled on there also emerged a new breed of women’s organisations and leadership in Bangladesh besides hundreds of existing ones delivering social services and skill training. The new brand has more specific programmes in order to end discriminatory practices against women. Issues like violence against women, rape, dowry and fatwa deaths, trafficking of women, unequal wages, exploitation of women in labour intensive industries like garment, apathy of the traditional trade unions towards women labours’ needs, rights of access to credit and means of production like land, unequal political and social right became rallying points for the women’s organisations. Both urban and rural women were mobilized significantly, on the issues of violence, rape, dowry and fatwa deaths, acid throwing and the like which indicate the powerlessness, subordination and vulnerability of women in the society.

Violence against women has, thus, become the most emotive issue around which women came together on non-partisan basis. However, neither large-scale policy initiatives from the government have come forth to alleviate the situation for the women nor the women’s organisations have been able to organise large-scale help, support, and shelter and provide alternative ways of living for the victims. At present, various women’s organisations are working for the strategies adopted at the Platform of Action adopted at the Fourth World Conference in Beijing in 1995.


2. Are any Islamist parties or religious extremists opposed to the SDS?

As noted in the previous question, no women’s organisation was found with the acronym ‘SDS’. The following information discusses attacks by Islamist parties or religious extremists against the women’s rights movement in general (and was taken from RRT Research Response BGD30397 of 7 August 2006).

According to a number of reports, the women’s rights movement has increasingly been the target of Islamist groups in Bangladesh. Among earlier reports from the mid-90s, a conservative group of Muslim clerics was reported to have accused a leading women’s rights advocate and BNP parliamentarian, Farida Rahman, of apostasy and demanded that she be put to death. Rahman had earlier criticised the Islamic inheritance code. In the same period, Islamist groups were also reported to have targeted NGO development workers (‘Chronology of Events: January 1994 - December 1995’ 1995, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees website http://www.unhcr.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/home/opendoc.htm?tbl=RSDCOI&page=research&id=3ae6a81b0 – Accessed 3 August 2006 – Attachment 12; ‘Sultana Kamal – A Voice for Equality’ 2004, Qantara. De Dialogue with the Islamic World website, sourced from Amnesty International...

3. Please provide information on the situation for married women in Bangladesh who are victims of domestic violence.
4. Can female victims of domestic violence seek assistance from police?
5. Can female victims of domestic violence seek assistance from any other organisations?

The issues surrounding domestic violence in Bangladesh are covered the following attached research responses:
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